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August Newsletter

A Message from the Founders: Addressing Food Insecurity

The founders of BMGC hope that
everyone is enjoying their summer. Every
month our organization is growing and for
that, we say a big THANK YOU! Every
article you write, tweet, like, and share
helps our mission be heard.

We have 3 main initiatives right now:
            
1.Combating Food Insecurity: We
recently launched a drive to encourage
grocery stores to be more responsible with
their excess food. We need your help to
make this happen and in return you can
win gift cards and a Fitbit!

2.Connecting with Medical Schools: Our
future is dependent on the success of
medical students and we are here to help.
We have our first official medical school
chapter! If you are interested about
bringing BMGC to your school and finding
public health mentors, we are here to help.

3.Planning our First (virtual) Conference: Stay tuned for a date and details. Virtual
conferences are tough, there is no question about it. Interested in presenting? Have any
tips for making it a success? We would love to hear from you:
bridgingmedicalgaps@gmail.com

Visit our Website

Featured Articles
Resource Roundup: Online
Contraception Providers

Recent policy changes mean that between
70,000 and 126,000 women have lost insurance
coverage for contraception. This list is a
valuable resource for women looking for
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affordable and reliable avenues to obtain
contraception. And the best part? It's entirely
online and can be accessed safely in these
COVID-times!

Full Text

Looking for a new read?

BMGC cofounder, Max Jacobs, ranks his
top 10 books in public health.

Have you read any? Did he forget any
classics? We would love to hear your
recommendations!

Full Article

Policy Corner

United States Withdrawl from the WHO

On July 7th, 2020, the United States has
officially withdrawn from the World Health
Organization (WHO). This will take effect in
1 year pending any reversal – an important
consideration when you take to the polls
this fall and vote!

BCMG wrote about the dangers of
withdrawing from the WHO earlier this
year. And if you want to take action, 750
scholars and experts in global public
health, U.S. constitutional law, and
international law and relations wrote to
Congress in opposition to U.S. withdrawal
from WHO. You can read their letter and
send it to your Congressperson here.

Help your patients be heard!

The vast majority of clinicians do not speak about politics with
patients. As much as we love policy, we understand that
boundary can be important to maintain the integrity of a the
patient:clinician relationship. HOWEVER, there is something you
can do as a clinician to help your patients. This service provides
free badges with QR codes that clinicians can use to help their
patients register to vote right from their phones! Are you still
reading? The first person to send BMGC an email with the phase
"broad street pump" will win an Amazon gift card.
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Want to get involved in BCMG?

Join a Committee Submit an Article

Start a Chapter Student Elective

Spotlight

Dr. Max Cohen, BMGC Co-founder

This month we feature one of our founders and
prolific writer, Max Cohen, DO. Dr. Cohen is a family
medicine resident at Brown University. He is
passionate about being an advocate for his patients
and the health of all disadvantaged populations. As
part of BMGC, he is the author of a 5-part
series Transitioning Back monitoring the COVID
response. When Max isn't in the hospital, he can be
found rockclimbing and enjoying the great outdoors
of the northeast.

Your series is called Transitioning Back, do you ever thing we will get back to "normal"?
I do think we will get back to "normal" but I also think that normal may look a bit different. I love this question
because I sincerely hope some changes really do stick around for the better- more flexible work schedules, thinking
twice about whether that meeting could just be an email, improving emergency preparedness in the healthcare
system, being grateful for our relationships and simple things like toilet paper, a deeper understanding of the
interconnectedness of the health of humans, animals and the environment and the need for immediate action, and
arguably most importantly, emphasizing the importance of a unified national response when the country faces a
national emergency.

Constantly reading about COVID can be exhausting. What tips do you have about reducing
COVID-anxiety?
As someone who has felt so personally responsible for knowing all the data, I have more recently had to step back
and know it's okay to take breaks. I think I can legitimately feel my blood pressure go up when I see a
hydroxychloroquine argument on social media for example, and so it becomes important to limit the number of
exposures you get for your COVID-related news to a handful of high quality sources (CDC, WHO) and avoid the
noise when possible. The rest of the answer really lies in just general good self care we could all be practicing
anyway, like mindfulness, social connectedness, healthy diet, regular exercise, etc.

If you could go back in time to January 1, 2020 and change one thing about the COVID response
in this country, what would it be?
I would centralize and de-politicize the public health response by re-building a pandemic task force with renowned,
multi-disciplinary experts, and trust the leaders in the medical, scientific, economic and humanitarian communities
to work together and lead a coordinated national response. The value of this can't be overstated. Appropriate
funding, standards and resource allocation may have helped bring this pandemic under control much sooner and
working across these fields - or dare I say - bridging these gaps, may have helped reduce the dramatic and
disproportionate effects on certain disadvantaged populations.

Whats the best single piece of advice you have for students interested in public health?
We developed a long-form proposal with all the data backing up our claims on why racism is a public
health crisis and all the health metrics affected by racism. Then we developed a short form proposal with
three specific asks and the relevant information to address those requests. We requested a meeting with
the mayor and city commissioners and talked them through our proposal and provided our expertise in
our respective fields to push the conversation forward.

Rumor has it that you can't be a good clinical doctor and a public health expert. To that you say...
False! All medical professionals have the opportunity to be good public health representatives. Some of the best
public health experts are the ones that keep one foot in the clinic/hospital. But I do appreciate that this may take a
particularly higher degree of dedication and at a certain level, a guy like Dr. Fauci would be hard-pressed to have
time to treat patients clinically while in his current role. There's probably some trade-offs, but I think if you bring a
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big enough watering can, you can nourish both passions.


